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LP, 45, & 78 RECORDS TO CD OR MP3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Two levels of service are available to choose from: 

Standard transfer service includes cleaning the record and transferring the audio to a digital format. The songs are 
then burned to a 24K Gold Reflective Layer Safe Archive CD-R. With the Standard option, all the songs on one side 
play through without the ability to select individual songs. The price for this service is just $19.95 per record. 
  
Deluxe transfer service includes cleaning the record, and transferring the audio to a digital format.  The indexed 
tracks are then burned to a 24K Gold Reflective Layer Safe Archive CD-R. If you want to be able to select any song 
randomly, select the Deluxe option. The price is just $29.95 per record. 

 
NOTE: Please call for details about our special volume discount pricing. 

LP, 45, & 78 RECORDS TO CD OR MP3 

Do you have a collection of old phonograph records just sitting around collecting dust?  Now, it is 

possible to transfer those records into high-quality digital formats so that you can preserve them and 

enjoy them on your digital players, such as car stereo, iPods, iPhones, smart phones and even your 

computer. 

We have made this process very simple for you. First, gather up all the records you would like to 

transfer to either CD or mp3 format.  Next, complete the order form below. Then, ship them to us and 

we will take care of the rest. In most cases, we will process your order within 5 business days upon 

receipt and ship back your records and the format(s) that you have selected. 

For safe shipping, we recommend wrapping your records in two layers of bubble wrap and filling your 

box with newspaper so they will not rattle around. UPS, USPS, DHL and FedEx each offer insurance for 

pennies per dollar of insurance, if you are concerned about the safety of your precious record collection. 
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CUSTOMER FORM 

Name  Phone  

Address  E-mail  

City  State Zip 

 

Shipping 

Method 

 

 UPS      USPS      DHL      FedEx    ( Please circle one) 

 
 
I __________________________________ enclosed the records listed on the order form from my collection. 

I am the owner of the enclosed recordings and I respect the copyright laws. I agree that the materials 

being copied is for my personal use only and are not for the purpose of duplicating, distribution, or 

redistribution, publishing, broadcasting, net casting or any other form of digital or analog copying and 

distribution. 

Based on the above pricing my cost for transferring the records will be: $___________________ plus the 

postage for return shipping and handling from the carrier above I have selected.   
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Record 

Type 

Artist Name Song Title Side A Side B Transfer 

Format 

Service 

Selection 

78 

RPM 

Tommy Tucker Time I Love You Yes Yes .CDA       

.MP3 

Deluxe       

Standard 

     .CDA       

.MP3 

Deluxe       

Standard 

     .CDA       

.MP3 

Deluxe       

Standard 

     .CDA       

.MP3 

Deluxe       

Standard 

     .CDA       

.MP3 

Deluxe       

Standard 

     .CDA       

.MP3 

Deluxe       

Standard 

     .CDA       

.MP3 

Deluxe       

Standard 

     .CDA       

.MP3 

Deluxe       

Standard 

     .CDA       

.MP3 

Deluxe       

Standard 

     .CDA       

.MP3 

Deluxe       

Standard 

     .CDA       

.MP3 

Deluxe       

Standard 

     .CDA       

.MP3 

Deluxe       

Standard 

     .CDA       

.MP3 

Deluxe       

Standard 

     .CDA       

.MP3 

Deluxe       

Standard 

 


